Alternate Reality9 ·The City
A role playing fantasy game in which you are
abducted by a spacecraft and find yourself in
a room with only one exit. Through this doorway you see The City. Overhead the panel
displays constantly changing numbers
representing levels of character. At the moment you pass through the portal the numbers
freeze. In The City you will encounter all sorts
of strange and wonderful beings. The sun
rises and sets, rain falls, and secret doors lead
you into unexpected perils and delights.
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Video Tide Shop

Tll

Combine your VCR or video camera and home
computer system to create specialized video

productions for home, school or business.
Choose from a variety of font styles and sizes,
create borders, and edit your work until it
meets your own standards. Import picture
back-drops from popular graphics paint
programs, scroll screens, fade-in/fade-out
capability.

The NeverEnding Story
Beneath the City of Xebec's demise lies The
Dungeon, whose dank, gloomy corridors hold
many of the secrets to your existence in Alternate Reality. Four levels to explore; multitudes
of new monsters; quest upon quest; and strange

forces, take you further toward your ultimate
goal: return to Earth or seek revenge on your
captors.
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Your goal is to rescue your best friend from a
jail in Mexico while eluding all six Dalton
brothers who are trying to settle an old score. In
this graphics-text adventure you come face-to·
face with the perils of the old West in a ghost
town, Indian village and an army fort. Can you
survive long enough to rescue your friend

before he's hung?

A unique flight simulation and adventure in hispeed, 3D vector graphics. You have crash
landed on Targ and your ship is beyond repair.
The Palyars, peaceful inhabitants of Targ, are
at war with the Mechanoids, and both sides
want to hire you. Explore the Central City, the
Underground Complex, and the Orbiting Colony Craft, as you try to Escape from Targ.

The ultimate strategy war game th puts you in
the position of Commander-in-Chief of either
1
NATO or the Warsaw Pact. The b~tlefield is all
of Europe. You command a vast ay of forces
and weapons, including nucle warheads.
Take part in each battle as a fight r pilot, tank
commander, ground soldier or helicopter pilot.
The survival of Europe is in your ht ds!

MindPunuit"'

221 BBiker Street9
An animated graphics mystery adventure.
Begin game play at the address of the world
famous delective, Sherlock Holmes. Travel
through the streets and alleyways of Victorian
London, gathering clues that will lead to the
solution of 30 of the most intriguing cases ever
faced by Holmes and Watson. Up to four
players or teams can test their skill.

This graphics-text adventure game, based on
the book and film, is set in the land of Fantasia, a world facing extinction by the "All
Consuming Nothing." Join Rockbiter, Teenyweeny, and Nighthob in the quest to save the
Kingdom and rescue the Empress. Travel
over the deserts of Fantasia on Falkor, the
Luckdragon. But don't dawdle, or Gmork the
Werewolf will be upon you.

The ultimate challenge for crossw rd and word
game fans. The object of the gam is to build a
continuous word chain from the enter of the
board out to your "home base". se your own

words or build with another plf er's. Word
length is determined by spinning an on-screen
die, but placement on the board is up to you.
Word skills are important, but so is strategy.

Test your level of intelligence and knowledge
of trivia on three different skill levels trur ,:;-,lse, multiple choice or fill-in-the-blanks,
for children and adults. On-screen game
board option utilizes animated characters.
Music and graphics clues vary the game play
and provide additional challenge.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Alternate Reality - The City
Alternate Reality - The Dungeon
Mercenary*t
Theatre Europe*
Gunslinger
221 B Baker Streett
Crosscheck*t
The NeverEnding Story*
Mind Pursuitt
The Goonies*
Zorro*
Bruce Lee*
Conan

1445
1455
1525
1550
1540
1510
1515
1505
1500
1495
1490
1220
1420

UTILITY
Video Title Shop
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*Indicates Commodore & Atari flippy format.
tSupplemental Game Disks available.

COMING SOON!
SARACEN

TM

During the Holy Crusades the brave and adventurous young
soldiers of the Christian world travelled to the " Holy Land" to
fight the infidel Saracens. Your goal as the Crusader, Ilan, is
to seek out and destroy the evil Saracen in 100 mind-boggling
mazes of increasing complexity and difficulty. A game of fast
action and strategy designed to keep you riveted to your computer for hours on end.

BISMARCK™ -The North Sea Chase
On the evening of May 24, 1941, HMS Hood took a direct hit
in her magazine. Of the 1415 men on board, only 3 escaped
alive. Bismarck claimed the victory. You command Bismarck
or the Royal Navy against the computer. Varying difficulty
levels and game speed; "set battles" option; air reconnaissance and weather forecasting variables challenge your
skills.

BLACK MAGIC

TM

The great kingdom of Marigold has been enslaved by the
black magic of the evil warlock, Zahgrim. You represent the
last hope to defeat Zahgrim's evil magical reign. As you set out
on a seemingly impossible task to seek the one magical secret

that will destroy Zahgrim, you must overcome all the minions
of the warlock and grow in experience while searching for this
magical secret. Through 100 screens of intense action and
challenging puzzles you must search out and destroy Zahgrim.

TOBRUK TM -The Clash of Armour
This north African city was a key port to Mediterranean
strategy, and vital to any supply in the desert war. Against all
the odds, by July 1942, Field Marshal Rommel of the German
Afrika Korps, had crashed through the Gazala line, taken
Tobruk, and forced the British back into Egypt. His next
target was Egypt itself, the key to Britain's presence in Africa.
You command the German Afrika Korps against the computer -- are you as good as Rommel?

SWORDS & SORCERY TM
A role-playing fantasy that takes you through the unending
corridors of the underworld on a quest for material, physical
and/or spiritual power. The choice is yours. You will encounter beings meek and mighty, discover untold wealth,
while avoiding fiendishly ingenious traps, on your pilgrimage
to power and glory. Solve the quests and develop unique
characters to help you unravel the mystery of the "Prayer of
the Seekers".
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